DELL ECOLOOP
PRO SLEEVE

CV5423
CV5623

An eco-conscious sleeve designed for on-the-go protection for your Dell laptops.

Available in two size for laptops
11”-14” CV5423 and 15”-16” CV5623
DELL ECOLOOP PRO SLEEVE
CV5423/CV5623

Bring your office anywhere
The sleeve comes with enough storage to carry most of what you’ll need to do your work. It features a front-zipper pocket for items that need to be accessed easily.

Complete Protection
Protect your laptop from spills, bumps and scratches with the Anti-scratch Nylex lining. The weather resistant sleeve allows you to commute worry-free even on rainy day.

Designed with the Environment in Mind
Dell EcoLoop™ labeled sleeve is produced with select materials and/or methods that reduce the environmental impact compared to traditional industry techniques. The sleeve’s exterior main fabric is made with 100% OceanCycle Certified™ recycled ocean-bound plastic.
DELL ECOLOOP PRO SLEEVE
CV5423/CV5623

Thoughtfully designed with the world, and you, in mind

Protect your laptop with this durable sleeve made of water-resistant materials for a life on the go. With front zippered pocket for your charger, mouse and pens it’s the new ‘hub’ for your portable office.

Easy to grab zipper pullers.

Zipper pocket for mouse, charger and pens.

Carry the sleeve comfortably with the adjustable shoulder strap.

Anti-scratch Nylex lining.

Main exterior fabric made with 100% ocean-bound plastic.

Weather resistant, premium 840D Ballistic body fabric.

Luggage pass-through for easy navigation at airports.

Responsible dyeing process
Made with a responsible solution-dyeing process for polyester that can generate up to 90% less wastewater, up to 62% less CO₂ emissions and uses up to 29% less energy than traditional dyeing processes.

The sleeves comes in packaging which is made of 100% recycled content in the hang tag, hang loop and plastic bag.

OceanCycle certified™ ocean-bound plastic fabric on the Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve 11-14 main exterior is made from approximately 7 ocean-bound plastic bottles. Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve 15-16 exterior main fabric is made from approximately 8 ocean-bound plastic bottles.

Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve CV5423 protects most Dell laptops up to 14”. Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve CV5623 fits most Dell laptops up to 16”.

The sleeves comes in packaging which is made of 100% recycled content in the hang tag, hang loop and plastic bag.
**DELL ECOLOOP PRO SLEEVE**

**CV5423/CV5623**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Technical Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MODEL</strong></td>
<td>Dell EcoLoop Pro Sleeve 11”-14” CV5423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLOR</strong></td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAPTOP COMPATIBILITY</strong></td>
<td>Fits most Dell laptops up to 14”. (Max laptop dimension: 230 x 330 x 20mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **FEATURES** | - Exterior main fabric is made with 100% ocean-bound plastic.  
- Packaging made with 100% recycled content in the hang tag, hang loop, plastic bag.  
- Anti-scratch Nylex lining for laptop.  
- Front zippered pocket with organizers for mouse, charger and pens.  
- Luggage pass-through.  
- Padded handles and detachable shoulder straps.  
- Weather resistant, premium 840D Ballistic body fabric. | - Exterior main fabric is made with 100% ocean-bound plastic.  
- Packaging made with 100% recycled content in the hang tag, hang loop, plastic bag.  
- Anti-scratch Nylex lining for laptop.  
- Front zippered pocket with organizers for mouse, charger and pens.  
- Luggage pass-through.  
- Padded handles and detachable shoulder straps.  
- Weather resistant, premium 840D Ballistic body fabric. |
| **UNIT DIMENSIONS** | 350 x 245 x 30mm (13.8 x 9.6 x 1.2in) | 380 x 265 x 30mm (15.0 x 10.4 x 1.2in) |
| **UNIT WEIGHT** | 0.37kg | 0.41kg |
| **DELL SKU NUMBERS** | AMER: 460-BDKC  
EMEA: 460-BDLJ  
APJ: 460-BDLY (Greater China and Japan)  
460-BDOL (Indonesia)  
460-BDWM (Korea)  
460-BDWC (Rest of APJ) | AMER: 460-BDKB  
EMEA: 460-BDLH  
APJ: 460-BDMF (Greater China and Japan)  
460-BDML (Indonesia)  
460-BDML (Korea)  
460-BDMM (Rest of APJ) |
| **UPC CODE** | 884196417316 | 884196417323 |
| **EAN CODE** | 5397184635599 | 5397184635612 |
| **VPN CODE** | Dell-CV5423 | Dell-CV5623 |
| **WARRANTY** | 3 years limited warranty | 3 years limited warranty |

Product availability varies by country. Contact your Dell representative or visit Dell.com to learn more.

* Only applicable on exterior main fabric.
1 Ocean-bound plastic is waste collected within 50 kilometers (30 miles) of an ocean coastline or major waterway.
2 Based on internal analysis of published data on solution-dyed virgin polyester, January 2022
3 Plastic bottle estimate assumes a 500 ml plastic water bottle. Recycled polyester exterior main fabric made from 100% ocean-bound plastic. Ocean-bound plastic is waste collected within 50 kilometers (30 miles) of an ocean coastline or major waterway.
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